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ABSTRACT 

Person re-identification is valuable for intelligent video 

surveillance and has drawn wide attention. Although per

son re-identification research is making progress, it still faces 

some challenges such as varying poses, illumination and 

viewpoints. As a major aspect of person re-identification, 

feature representation has been widely researched. Low-level 

descriptors are generally used in existing works, which do not 

take full advantage of body structure information and result in 

low discrimination. In this paper, body-structure based mid

level feature representation is proposed, which introduces 

body structure pyramid for codebook learning and feature 

pooling. Additionally, low computational LLC is used to 

encode mid-level features. Experimental results on two chal

lenging datasets VIPeR and CUHKOI have demonstrated that 

our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. 

Index Terms- Person re-identification, Feature repre

sentation, Body structure, Human appearance 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Person re-identification deals with the recognition of individ

ual who appears in non-overlapping camera views, which is 

fundamental and essential for intelligent video surveillance. 

Generally, research difficulties lie in significant ambiguity 

brought by variations of poses, illumination and viewpoints, 

resulting in inaccuracy of person re-identification. 

Recent years have witnessed lots of researches in this 

field and there are two major research aspects in person re

identification: feature representation and model learning [1]. 

Considering feature representation, high-level features such 

as gender and age are difficult to reliably acquire due to the 

unconstrained viewpoints of individuals as well as the im

poverishment of visual information in real-world surveillance 

scenarios. Generally, low-level descriptors [2--4] are used to 
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describe body appearance in most literatures, which common

ly can not detailedly describe local information and results 

in limited discrimination. Person re-identification methods 

using mid-level features have shown better performance since 

mid-level features are insensitive to space misalignment and 

thus robust to variations of poses and viewpoints. Therefore, 

this paper focuses on mid-level feature representations. 

Bag-of-features (BoF) is a classical mid-level feature rep

resentation framework which has demonstrated excellent per

formances in computer vision tasks such as image classifica

tion [5, 6] and action classification [7, 8]. However, the tra

ditional spatial pyramid widely used in BoF [5, 6] does not 

consider body structure information which is significant for 

person re-identification. Actually, individuals in images have 

roughly consistent structures in vertical direction, e.g. head 

in the top and legs in the bottom. This allows us to describe 

the structure information of individuals using a common ap

proach. Besides, different body parts have different color and 

texture characteristics, which suggests corresponding repre

sentations for different body parts. Therefore, making full use 

of body structure information may improve the performance 

[2]. In this paper, a novel body-structure based feature repre

sentation (BSFR) approach for person re-identification is pro

posed. A new body-structure pyramid is put forward to rep

resent body-structure information while Locality-constrained 

Linear Coding(LLC) [6], one extension of BoF, is utilized to 

encode low-level descriptors into mid-level representations. 

Relation to prior work: Farenzena et al. described body 

parts with low-level descriptors for re-identification, which 

results in limited discrimination [2]. Rui Zhao et al. learned 

mid-level filters to represent features and achieved good per

formance [9]. However, this method doesn't make full use 

of body structure information and has a high cost of compu

tation. Yang et al. introduced LLC to encoded low-level de

scriptors into mid-level features, which has a low cost of com

putation and better discrimination but doesn't consider body 

structure information [10]. Taking all factors into account, 

our approach introduces body structure information for code

book learning and feature pooling, and uses mid-level features 

encoded by LLC. 
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Fig. 1. The pipeline of our framework. The eight distinct colors 
in the body-structure pyramid are related to eight sub-code books in 

body-structure codebook. Best viewed in color. 

2. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 

This paper presents a novel approach to encode low-level de

scriptors into mid-level features using body structure infor

mation. As depicted in Fig.1, feature representation based 

on body-structure is performed after feature extraction, fol

lowed with KISSME-based person matching [11]. For body

structure based feature representation, human body is first s

plit into eight parts according to body structure information 

[12] to construct the body-structure pyramid which is used as 

reference information to learn the body-structure codebook 

and pool the features encoded by LLC. 

2.1. Body-structure pyramid 

The substantial body structure information of pedestrian is 

very helpful for re-identification. Our body-structure pyramid 

is designed based on the following three observations: (1) 

Vertical space misalignments caused by pose and viewpoint 

variations appear much less than horizontal space misalign

ments; (2) Human body is not a rigid object for its complex 

kinematics, so it can be better described using a part-based 

model; (3) Spatial layout information is considerably critical 

information and can be used to describe body appearance. 

Motivated by [5, 12], body structure information is uti

lized to construct the body-structure pyramid as shown in 

Fig.2. Adaptive part models based on background substrac

tion techniques are used in some previous works [2, 13] and 

have gained some performance enhancements in certain situa

tions. However, these adaptive part models require more com

putation and may generate incorrect segmentation in complex 

scenarios. In this paper, a simple but effective fixed part mod

el is proposed to describe body appearance and solve the s

pace misalignment by dividing the pedestrian image into in

creasingly fine vertical sub-regions with some prior knowl

edge of body structure. As depicted in Fig.2(b) three hori

zontal stripes of 16%, 29% and 55% of the total pedestrian 

height respectively locate head, torso and legs [12]. Further, 

torso part and leg part are both subdivided into two horizontal 

stripes with equal size as shown in Fig.2(c), so as to describe 

human in a finer level. The total eight parts in Fig.2(a)(b)(c) 

compose the body-structure pyramid. 
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Fig. 2. Left: flowchart of the body-structure pyramid for pooling 
features. Right: our proposed body-structure pyramid composed of 

eight parts. Best viewed in color. 

2.2. Body-structure based feature representation 

2.2.1. Body-structure code book learning 

In order to increase the discrimination of codebook, body

structure pyramid is used to construct the body-structure 

codebook. The patches, sampled from images, are divided 

into eight patch sets according to the body-structure pyramid: 

Pa = {pj,tlpj,t E ra, t = 1, " ., T} (1) 

where Pa denotes the ath patch set and Pj,t denotes the jth 

patch of the tth image, while ra is the ath part of body

structure pyramid. K-Means is applied to learn the codebook 

using the descriptors extracted from patches randomly select

ed from the relevant patch set Pa. The final body-structure 

codebook consists of eight sub-codebooks as shown in Fig.l, 

and each sub-codebook has M entries with D dimensions: 

B = {Bala = 1, " . , N} 

Ba = [ba,l, ba,2, "., ba,M] E IRDxM (2) 

where B is the body-structure codebook and Ba is a sub

codebook. Parameter N denotes the number of sub-codebook 

and N = 8 in this paper. 

2.2.2. LLC coding 

In this paper, LLC [6] is adopted to encode mid-level features 

using body-structure codebook as shown in Fig.2. LLC gives 

an analytical solution for the following criteria: 

N 

mjn 2:) Xi - BaCil12 + Alldi 0) cil12 
i=l 

s.t.1 T ci = 1, Vi 

(3) 

where 0) denotes the element-wise multiplication, and di E 
IRM is a locality adaptor with different proportion for each 

basis. according to its similarity to the input descriptor Xi: 

d ( dist(Xi' Ba)) i = exp 
IJ (4) 

dist(Xi, Ba) = [dist(Xi, ba,l), "., dist(Xi, ba,M)] 



where dist(Xi, ba,j) is the Euclidean distance and (J" is used 

to adjust the weight decay speed [6]. Regularization term in 

Eq,(3) leads to locality, which can generate similar codes for 

similar descriptors and make the feature more discriminative, 

2,2.3. Body-structure pooling 

Feature pooling is an effective way to select features and can 

achieve invariance of space misalignment. As shown in Fig.2, 

a novel feature pooling strategy using body-structure pyramid 

as reference information, is proposed in this paper. Body

structure pooling combines the codes of the same body part 

into a single feature vector and can make the feature vector 

invariant to space misalignment, especially the horizontal one 

caused by the varying poses and viewpoints. Since max pool

ing over sparse codes is robust to clutter [14] and can capture 

the salient properties of local regions [15], an operator is used 

here for feature pooling: 

(5) 

where "max " function runs in a row-wise manner, pooling 

codes Ca,i in the ath part of body-structure pyramid into one 

feature vector fa, and K denotes the number of descriptors in 

this part. Finally, feature representation is obtained by con

catenating and normalizing the pooled features. 

2.3. KISS ME-based person matching 

2.3.1. Distance calculation 

Three low-level descriptors are used in our method, including 

(1) weighted HSV (wHSV) color histograms are extracted to 

capture color information as suggested in [2]; (2) SIFT de

scriptors are used to capture texture information and handle 

illumination variation; (3) LAB color histograms are extract

ed to enhance illumination invariance. The encoded wHSV, 

LAB, SIFT feature vectors are denoted as wH(I), LAB(I), 
S I FT(I) respectively, and I is the pedestrian image. 

Here, Mahalanobis distance is used to measure the dis

tance between feature vector Xi and X{ 

(6) 

where M denotes the Mahalanobis distance metric. In 

order to process large-scale person re-identification data, 

KISS ME [11] is applied to learn the Mahalanobis distance 

metric. However, the feature vectors can't be processed by 

KISS ME directly since their high-dimension may result in 

a singular matrix during matric learning. Generally, PCA 

is used to reduce feature dimension in most existing lit

eratures [11, 16]. However, person re-identification data has 

large intra-class dissimilarity and inter-class similarity caused 

by variations of poses, illumination and viewpoints, resulted 

from which, LDA is more suitable than PCA in projecting re

identification data into the best identification space. Taking 

both effectiveness and speed into account, gaussian kernel P

CA is first used to remove some noise and reduce dimension. 

Then LDA is used to further project features into the best 

identification low-dimension space. 
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2.3.2. Distance fusion 

Since different features show different discrimination, a deci

sion level fusion strategy is used to integrate the contributions 

of different features: 

dBSFR(IA,!B) = f3wH' dwH(wH(IA),wH(IB)) 

+ f3LAB' dLAB(LAB(IA),LAB(IB)) (7) 

+ f3S1FT' dS1FT(SIFT(IA),SIFT(IB)) 
where dwH, dLAB, and dS1FT are the normalized feature 

vector distances calculated by Eq.(6) while f3wH, f3LAB, 
f3S1 FT denote the corresponding integrating weights. 

3. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The detailed parameters are set as follows: images are divid

ed into overlapping patches of size 8 x 8 with 4 x 4 stride. 

Each sub-codebook containing 1024 entities is constructed 

with 5000 patches randomly selected from the relevant patch 

set. The dimension of the feature vectors is reduced to 36. 

3.1. Datasets and Evaluation Protocol 

Our approach is evaluated on two publicly challenging 

datasets, VIPeR [17] and CUHKOI [18]. Experimental result

s are reported in the form of the average Cumulated Matching 

Characteristic (CMC) curve for 10 trials. 

VIPeR dataset 1 contains 632 pedestrian image pairs 

which are taken from arbitrary viewpoints under varying il

lumination conditions and are normalized to 128x48 pixels. 

This dataset is randomly split into two parts, both consisting 

of 316 individuals, one for training and the other for testing. 

f3wH = 2, f3 LAB = 1, f3 SI FT = 1 is set for this dataset. 

CUHKOI dataset2 contains 971 individuals captured 

from two disjoint camera views. Each person has two images 

per camera view which are normalized to 160 x 60 pixels. 

This dataset is also split into two parts randomly. One con

tains 485 individuals for training, and the other contains 486 

individuals for testing. As each person has two images in the 

probe and gallery respectively, the 4 distances between the 

image pairs are averaged to obtain the final distance. Here, 

f3wH = 1, f3LAB = 1, f3S1FT = 1, because higher image 

resolution may lead to more reliable SIFT descriptors. 

3.2. Evaluations and Analysis 

The effectiveness of LLC coding strategy, body-structure 

pooling and body-structure codebook are all evaluated on 

VIPeR using KISS ME to learn the mahalanobis matrix M. 
Evaluation of LLC. LLC encodes low-level descriptors 

into mid-level features. Evaluation of LLC compares the per

formances using three low-level descriptors with and with

out LLC coding using shared code book (i.e. the commonly 

used code book in LLC [6]). All features are pooled via body

structure pooling. Fig.3(a) shows that for all the three low

level descriptors, performances using LLC are more compet

itive than that without using LLC. Take rank 10 for exam

ple, an improvement of 12.0% for wHSV and 19.2% for SIFT 

1 http://vision.soe.ucsc.edu/?q=node!l 78 
2http://www.ee.cuhk.edu.hklxgwang/CUHKjdentification.html 



(a) Evaluation of LLC coding (b) Evaluation of body-structure pooling (c) Evaluation of body-structure codebook 

Fig. 3. Evaluations on the VIPeR dataset. Rank-l matching rate is marked before the name of each approach. 

are respectively achieved over the original low-level descrip-

tors. The main reason is that as an extension of BoF, LLC 

is good at handling space misalignment caused by different 

viewpoints and poses. Furthermore, the locality property of 

LLC can generate similar codes for similar descriptors, which 

may contribute to improving the discrimination of features. 

Evaluation of body-structure pooling. To validate the 

effectiveness of body-structure pyramid on feature pooling, 

we compare the matching results of wHSV features pooled 

by three different spatial structures: body-structure pyramid, 

strip pyramid and spatial pyramid. FigA depicts the detailed 

structures of strip pyramid and spatial pyramid. All features 

are encoded by LLC using shared codebook. Fig.3(b) shows 

that our proposed feature pooling by body-structure pyramid 

outperforms strip pyramid and spatial pyramid with an im-

provement of more than 5%. The reasonable explanation is 

that our proposed body-structure pyramid accords with hu-

man body structure better. 

(a) strip pyramid (b) spatial pyramid 

Fig. 4. Two compared pyramid structures. 

Evaluation of body-structure codebook. To evaluate the 

effectiveness of body-structure codebook, wHSV, LAB and 

SIFT features encoded by LLC with body-structure pooling 

are employed. As depicted in Fig.3(c), body-structure code

book achieves better performance , since it can reflect charac

teristics of different body parts more accurately. 

3.3. Comparison with state-of-the-arts 

Comparing experiments of our BSFR and state-of-the-art 

approaches are conducted on VIPeR and CUHKOI datasets. 

Table 1 shows that BSFR clearly outperforms all the other 

state-of-the-art approaches on both datasets. To illustrate, B

SFR has more competitive advantage over the latest approach 

SCNCDall [16] with best performances on VIPeR dataset 
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Table 1. Comparisons with the state-of-the-arts on VIPeR 

VIPeR Rank 1 Rank 10 Rank 20 Rank 50 
KISSME [11] 19.6 62.2 77 91.8 

SDALF [2] 19.9 49.4 65.7 84.8 
eBiCov [19] 20.7 56.2 68.0 
Salience [4] 30.2 65.5 79.2 

ARLTM [20] 21.2 38.7 52.9 67.5 
Mid-Filters [9] 29.1 65.6 79.9 
SCNCDatl [16] 33.7 74.8 85.0 93.8 

BSFR(Ours) 34.2 79.7 90.2 98.1 

Table 2. Comparisons with the state-of-the-arts on CUHKOI 

CUHKOI Rank 1 Rank 10 Rank 20 Rank 50 
SDALF [2] 9.9 30.3 41.0 
ITML [9] 16.0 45.6 59.8 

GenericMetric [18] 20.0 50.0 69.3 
Salience [4] 28.5 55.7 68.0 

Mid-Filters [9] 34.3 65.0 75.0 
BSFR(Ours) 36.2 72.2 83.4 93.5 

and Mid-Filters [4] on CUHKOI dataset. The reasonable 

explanation is that BSFR makes best use of body structure 

information and uses mid-level features coded by LLC, which 

are insensitive to space misalignment and robust to variations 

of poses and viewpoints. In addition, our mid-level features 

are encoded using LLC with better discrimination and low 

computation complexity linear to the size of codebook and 

the number of the sampled patches. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FEATURE WORK 

This paper introduces body-structure based feature represen

tation (BSFR) for person re-identification. BSFR makes full 

use of body structure information by applying the novel body

structure pyramid in both codebook learning and feature pool

ing steps. Experimental results show that our approach can 

achieve better performance than state-of-the-art methods even 

in complex scenes with inter-class ambiguities. In addition, 

our method has low time consumption, which is applicable 

for the real-world surveillance systems. In future work, we 

plan to design a patch selection strategy in codebook learning 

step to enhance the discrimination, and use adaptive weights 

for feature fusion to adapt to different scenarios. 
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